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Ballyfermot B within three to
four weeks.
Then he will turn his attention
to designated area Ballyfermot
C. Thankfully, to date there are
no objections to the Order.
However, there are a number
of objections to designated area
Ballyfermot D.
Whether the four Orders
covering Ballyfermot will be
confirmed by the Autumn
remains to be seen. Eitherwayin
terms of air quality it's unlikely
to prevent a repeat of the
appalling smog conditions
experienced last year. Even ifall
the Orders were confirmed
today, householders still have
six months in which to comply
with the ruling.
There are some who argue
that the Government is dragging
its heels on the issue. However,
what they should bear in mind is
that Smoke Control Orders are
breaking totally new ground in
Ireland and that it's inevitable
that vested commercial
interests, coupled with
entrenched traditional attitudes,
will have a bearingon the pace at
which the necessary changes can
be introduced.
• Paul O'Regan has been appointed
Sales Engineer by Grundfos (Ireland)
Ltd. Mr O'Regan's appointment is
effective immediately and his
territory is defined by all regions
south ofa line drawn between Dublin
and Limerick. He has wide experience
of the pump industry and has worked
as Service Engineer with Grundfos
for nearly five years.
fire would be useful in any ofits
forms in improvingair quality in
Dublin.
Thereafter Mr Taylor of
Eolas said that their tests
showed that the fire would not
meet criteria suggested by the
relevant Directive, no matter
how the appliance was operated.
As the foregoing indicates,
the complexities involved in
each oral hearing are vast and,
with as many as four objectors in
respect of Ballyfermot B, it's
hardly surprising that the
hearing lasted as long as it did.
The Inspector in charge ofthe
hearing (he is normally drawn
from the engineering or
technical departments of the
Department of the Environ-
ment) is now in the process of
considering the evidence and
will eventually make his written
report to the Minister when he
has completed his analysis.
This is obviously a laborious
process though it is hoped that
the Minister will be in a position
to either confirm, refuse to
confirm or confirm with
amendments, Dublin Corpor-
ation's Smoke Control Order in
respect of designated area
CIBSE/MEBSCA
Nuremore Report
~
• CIBSEIMEBSCA Nuremore Report - Page 20. Pictured above are Con
Stack, AIfSinnott and Mahon Ronan.
This was subsequently done
and the result was made known
at the oral hearing into
Ballyfermot B in June with
David Taylor, Principal
Scientific Officer at Eolas,
reporting that, on the basis of
their findings, the full-burning
fire as promoted by CDL would
not improve air quality in
Dublin.
He said that Eolas studies
indicated a possible 17%
reduction in smoke emission at
certain settings which is far
below the 80% as suggested by
CDL.
Philip O'Sullivan argued the
case for CDL,saying in evidence
that the company had not
sought to mislead the publi"c or-
the Minister with its claims. He
maintained that thefull-burning
SMOKE CONTROL ORDERS ...
"Ballyfermot B"
Ministerial Confirmation
Awaited
fHE sensitivity surrounding the
issuing of Smoke Control
Orders was highlighted once
again in June with the oral
hearing into the Order covering
designated area Ballyfermot B
running from 7 to 19 June.
To date, Dublin Corporation
has made four Smoke Control
Orders covering designated
areas Ballyfermot A; Bally-
fermot B; Ballyfermot C; and
Ballyfermot D. However, before
they become enforceable, the
Minister for the Environment
has to confirm them.
As yet he has only confirmed
one - Ballyfermot A - and
that was after a lengthy oral
hearing of objections which
eventually resulted in the full-
burning fire and peat briquettes
being included. It's important at
his stage to point out that the
latter two were included
following the weight of
presented evidence only for
designated area Ba//yfermot A.
Which brings us to designated
area Ballyfermot B. Once again
objections have been lodged to
the Order as it stands with the
full burning fire seeking to be
included.
In all there were four
objectors to the Order - CDL
(full burning fire); Waterford
Ironfounders; Rhein Braun
(lignite briquettes importers);
and Anthony Haughton Fuel
Merchants Ltd.
In confirming the full-
burning flIe for Ballyfermot A,
the Minister said he would make
no further confirmations in
respect of the appliance until
Eolas had made a smoke
emissions study and presented
its findings.
o
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• Brian Sweeney, BE MBA Eur Ing CEngFIEI,
Managing Director of Siemens Ireland Ltd, the
newly-elected President of the Institution of
Engineers ofIreland.
• At the first tee for the Mitsubishi Electric Golf Outing at Newlands recently were Michael
Sheehan, Mitsubishi Electric; Joe Warren, Irish Building Services News,' and Dan Horgan, E G
PeNitt & Co.
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READERSHIP DATA
Inlh Budding Services ell'\ (formerly Irish H&V News) is Ireland's
onl~ BUIlding Sen'ICel maga7lne providing coverage of the heating.
ventilatIng. air conditioning. refrigeration. ,anitary ware. plumbing.
mainlenance and env,ronmental,ndustnes. It is the only publication
catering exclusi\ ely for the,e industries and its circulation includes
members of the following:
The Instllute of Consulting Engineers: The Chartered Institute of
BuddIng SCf\ Ice, Englncers: The Instllute of Domestic Heating
l:nglneer,: The Energy Managers' A"IKtation: The Institute of
Energy: The Institute of PlumbIng: The Energy Conservation &
Di,trict HealIng Association: The Mechanical Engineering & Building
Services Contracting Association: The Irish Builders' Providers
Association: The AS!>ociation of Consulting Engineers of Ireland:
Small Housebuild'ers' Association: Maintenance Managers'
Association. In addition. Irish Building Services Ne 11'1 circulates to
independent building services contractors and key executives in
Industry. Government. Semi-State and local authority bodies.
E,senllally. our Circulation IS virtually salu ration coverage of all those
with an Inlerest and/or involvement in the industry.
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Drydeck For Pyrok
speed controllable with electric
shutters as standard in 9" and 12"
sizes; they are seen here sitting on the
new design, high quality roofcowl. To
the right are two examples from the
all-aluminium, volume control
damper range.
THE majority of the Sales and
Serervice Engineers in Apex
Fire have gone back to school-
and passed the IS 290 and IS 291
Irish Standards examinations,
even though they are not
compulsory.
The new Irish Standards were
introduced by the National
Standards Authority and they
are also endorsed by the
Department ofth Environment.
The Fire Industry Assoc-
iation of Ireland was the
examining body which worked
closely with an independent
examiner.
housing and ceiling diffusion
equipment.
Aidan O'Sullivan, a long-
standing member of the
Masterair team, is handling this
range of equipment.
Bryant Air CinditioningProducts
Byrant manufature an
extensive range of air-cooled,
liquid shillers, water-cooled
liquid chillers and heat pumps in
capacity from 7.0k Watts to
464k Watts in 23 different model
sizes to suit all needs.
Each unit is factory-
assembled and tested to
minimise on site labour and all
are suitable for both industrial
and commercial applications.
Further information on all
Bryant equipment is now
available through the offices of
Masterair Sales Ltd.
Back To School
• Season Control Ltd continue to
upgrade their protWctportfolios with
the introduction of improved and
totally new models. Pictured above
are the oscillatingfan; these varients
on the Commercial waO/window
fans, all of which are reversible and
OVER the last few months
Masterair Ltd have acquired a
number of new agency/distrib-
ution agreements. Brief details
of each are as the following:-
Defensor steam humidifiers -
suitable for use with any water
quality, these steam generator
humidifiers have two basic
models.
The Type SL, with contin-
uously variable steam output
generation from 0 to 100%.
Direct connection of any
controller with no adaptor
needed. This model guarantees
optimum control response with
high accuracy, even at partial
load modes.
The Type H, which controls
steam output in steps and is
suitable for connection to step
controller or multi-step
humidistat.
Both types feature low-
maintenence, fail-safe steam
cylinders made of stainless steel
with the disposable scale
collector bag. Minimum sludge
build-up is maintained by
variable impulse flushing.
Defensor steam humidifiers
are represented in Ireland by
Masterair Sales Ltd.
Lawa Filters - Masterair Sales
Ltd have recently been
appointed sole agents in Ireland
for the large range of Lawa
filters. These include fine dust
bag filters, rigid bag filters with
up to 17m2 of media area, ultra
filters and HEPA filters up to
EU 12(S3) classifications,
togethor with all their associated
Masterair Expand Portfolio
Holdings
for this versatile product, which
is new to Ireland. Pyrok Five
Star Board is suital1le for
external and internal use,
including such buildings as
hotels, hospitals, cinemas and
officees, as well as private
dwellings.
It can be sawn, planed,
sanded, drilled, routed, nailed
and screwed with normal tools
and machinery.
unrelated party adoptimg and
using - or worse still abusing-
a name similar to yours can be
catastrophic. Damage to your
goodwill and reputation by poor
business practice on the part of
that company - or maybe even
its total failure and subsequent
liouidation - could be ruinous,
according to a Name Watch
_ .... _"""- ----0
spokesman.
With over 7,000 new
company registrations already
this year, Name Watch Ireland
Ltd claims to offer the most
effective and economic means of
safeguarding against such an
occurance.
For details on the new service
offered by Name Watch Ireland
Ltd contact James Daly at 01-
791384/5/6: FaxOI-796470.
Following a policy change by
the Companies Registration
Office which took effect on 12
January last, it is now apparent
that individual companies'
names - very often a firm's
most important asset - are at
risk.
NAME WATCH IRELAND
LTD is a new company specially
established to help firms combat
that risk.
The onus for detecting that a
company name similar to one's
own has been registered now
rests firmly with individual
companies, according to Paul
Farrell, Registrar of Compan-
ies. Consequently, the potential
for damage to and
exploitation of - established
trading names is nowenormous.
The consequences of an
• Mc Govern Engineering, theleadinginstallersandcontractors,haveopeneda
Heating Centre in Phibsboro calledthe Phibsboro Home Heat Centre. Like all
heat centres, the emphasis is on cookers, gasfires and centralheating; infactall
types of fittings suitable for natural gas. Recently, a "Summer Seasonal
Discounts" campaign was introduced with Jack Charlton, the Irish Soccer
Team Manager, officiating at the formalintroduction. Some ofthe Irish panel
were also present and our photographer caught Paul Fox of McGovern
Engineering with Liam Brady and Jimmy Farrell ofNDG.
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Trading Names at Risk
Pyrok Five Star Board, a
cement-bonded particle boar4,
was introduced to Ireland in
Dublin recently by Tom
Reynolds, Managing Director,
Construction Industry Feder-
ation at a special trade show in
Sachs Hotel, attended by
architects, engineers, quantity
surveyors and developers.
Drydeck Panels Ltd, based in
Kingscourt, Co. Cavan,hasbeen
appointed distributor in Ireland
4
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NEW PACKAGED CHILLERS
Better by Optimised Design
APV H'" trwe.nd lJmhd
1St Thomas Slr!M!t
Dublin 8.
ie!: 01 79"...599
Fax: 01 796610
ie!ex: 3Q9.:3
'~APV
/ V / /"./ ......Products That Perform...8y People Who Care
Dunham-Bush AC
air cooled water
chillers: six models
80kW to 260kW
• Optlmlsed design ensures ideal matching of components
for optimum performance.
• All component designs are long term tested for
proven reliability.
• Compact design of water cooled models allows
easy access to plantroom.
• Comprehensive ranges with options and "specials" to
match all air conditioning and process requirements.
• Top quality control panels to IP55 and I.E.E. Wiring
Regulations (15th edition) and all other International
specifications where required.
• Superb, long-life finish inclLides powder coating
for most models.
• Full support nationwide from Dunham-Bush's sales
offices and Accredited installer network. /
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• Des Prendergast, now a Directorof
Euro Gas Ltd.
lation, testing and commission-
ing together with after sales
service for the entire country.
Fuel savings of "at least 20%
can be guaranteed, and savings
of 50% plus are not uncommon
with this particular range,"
according to a spokesman.
of the need to examine the
service we give to ourcustomers.
It is a great instrument with
which to motivate people". He
also said that merchants "must
lobby TD's with regard to the
level of part time work at
unacceptable rates ofpay which
is creeping into our industry".
Des Byrne, Managing
Director Of Wavin said that the
interest and commitment of the
Octabuild group would give the
award scheme a major boost.
He also said that the work of
the independent judging panel
over the years had a
considerable impact on the
structure of the awards. This
year's judging panel is Michael
Greene, Director, Construction
Industry Federation; Jim
Goulding, Secretary General,
Irish Hardware Association;
and Bill Telford, Telford's
Mountrath, last year's national
award winner.
Closing date for the receipt of
nominations for this year's
awards was 7 July. The winners
names will be announced at a
presentation in the Autumn.
DES PRENDERGAST has
joined Euro Gas Ltd as a
director of the company.
Euro Gas are primarily
involved in the supply of
industrial heating equipment to
the mechanical services industry
and can be contacted at
Tel: 01-868244 or 828377; Fax:
01-861729.
Des previously worked for
17 lh years with one ofIreland's
leading heating supply
companies and has a vast
amount of experience in
commercial and industrial
heating.on both oil and gas.
SOVERIGN Engineering Ltd
have recently been appointed as
sole distributors in Ireland for
the Spectrum range of energy
saving controls.
The company will be
responsible for all aspects of
system design, sales, instal-
Spectrum Appoint Soverign
Changes at Euro Gas
ONE of the premier awards in
the Irish hardware trade - the
Builders Merchant of the Year
Award - will have seven
sponsors this year. Wavin,
sponsors for the past three years,
have been joined by the other
members of the Octabuild
Group.
Octabuild is a group of Irish
manufacturers who supply
quality products to the building
industry. The members of
Octabuild are Gypsum
Industries; Irish Cement; Irish
Roofing Felts; Moy Insulation;
Sanbra Fyffe; Tegral and
Wavin.
The additional support from
these companies will provide an
added impetus to the award
scheme, which has been growing
in popularity since it was
inaugurated by Wavin in 1986.
In 1986 twenty five merchants
were nominated for the award,
last year the number had risen to
one hundred.
JerTy McCarthy, President of
the Irish Hardware Association
said recently; "These awards
have brought a new awareness
Manufacturers Combine To
Sponsor Award
• Damien Parlor, Tempar Ltd with Peter Nolan, Mitsubishi Electric and Jim
Cooke, Mackies Belfast.
4 Irish Building Services News, July/August 1989
• Fergus Madigan, Managing Director, Mitsubishi Electric congratulates
John Finan ofJ A Kenny &: Partners on winning the nearestto thehole on thepar
3, 16th hole.
• Winners of the best team prize at the Mitsubishi Electric Golf Outing at
Newlands were: Laurence Thompson, Thompson Air Heating and JIentiJation,
Tony 0 'Neill and Kevin Townsend, both from Pfizer Chemicals. They were
Presented with theirprizes byFergusMadigan, Managing Director, Mitsubishi
Electric.
• Fergus Madigan, Managing Director, Mitsubishi Electric presenting first
prize to Dan Horgan of E G Pettitt &: Co, Cork who scored a magnificent 77
shots at the first Mitsubishi Electric Golf Outingfor 1989 at Newlands Golf
Club.
6
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• Simon Watson, National Plllmbing Crafts Stlldent ofthe Year, receiving the
Peter Mlletzel awardfrom SB Blltler, President ofthe lOP and Edwin Davies,
Joint Managing Director ofFernox Manllfactllring Company Ltd.
• Martin Garvey has been appointed
Indllstrial Sales Manager for Hevac
Ltd. He is a Mechanical Engineering
gradllate from NIHE Limerick .and
has been with the company since
gradllating in 1984.
built operator console.
The second order involves the
installation of eight stainless
steel bulk storage vessels for
Baileys. Intake and routing of
the product will be controlled by
an A2S+ microprocessor
system, superseding the A3
system, currently in use.APV
colourgraphics and a remote
1/0 network installation will be
included in the new system.
As a result of this installation
production ofthis liqueur will be
increased from the three million
cases achieved in 1988. Initially
annual production will be 3.6
mil1ion cases. Additional
flexibility provided by the new
bottling facilities will enable the
company to grow to our four
million cases during the early
I990s.
APV Get the Liqueur Flowing!
TWO orders, worth over
£750,000, for processing plants
at Gilbeys of Ireland have been
won by APV.
As part of Gilbeys' £3 million
expansion programme, APV
Hall Ireland will up-grade and
fully automate an existing
Bailey's blending plant which
has been in operation since 1981.
R & A Bailey is the international
division of Gilbeys which has
developed Baileys Original Irish
Cream into a leading liqueur.
This order covers the supply
of vessels, pumps valves,
automatic standardising
systems and piping as well as
installation and commissioning
of instruments and computer
controls. The package includes
an A2S + microcomputer
system complete with colour-
graphics mounted in a custom-
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• Pat Tierney has recendy been
appointed Projects Manager in the
Hevac Indllstrial Division. He is a
qllalified Bllilding Services Engineer
and has been with the company since
1987.
• Colm McCabe, New Dllblin Gas with John English, Hevac and Ja~k
Charlton, who performed the official opening of Hevac's new showrooms In
Dorset Street recently.
• Bernard Costelloe.
can also be obtained, depending
on requirements.
The units are built up of a
number of different plates with
varying width, length and
pattern appearance in order to
perform efficiently in a wide
range of operating conditions.
SWEPalsoproducearangeof
compact brazed heat exchangers
which consist of 200 pattern-
embossed plates of stainless,
acid-resistant steel.
On every plate the pattern is
reversed so that the ridges of the
pattern will intersect one
another on adjoining plates,
forming a lattice of contact
points.
When these points are
subsequently brazed together a
compact and pressure-resistant
heat exchanger package is
formed in which virtually all
material is utilised for heat
transfer.
Main features ofboth types of
exchangers are high efficiency;
compact design; easily cleaned;
easily expanded. Full details are
available from Bernard
Costelloe at 01-521968.
Bernard Costelloe Goes It
Alone
BERNARD Costelloe, who is
widely known and respected
within the consultancy,
contracting and merchant
sectors throughout the entire
country, has formed his own
company - Euro Design Fluid
Handling Systems - which is
based at 12 Bow Lane East,
Dublin 2. He is currently
awaiting his business line
connection but is contactable at
01-521968.
As the name suggests,
Bernard intends to concentrate
on solving clients' fluid
handling/pumping require-
a ments. As such, he is not limiting
• himself to the supply of anyone
particular brand name but
rather will identify the best
product to suit a particular need
or problem.
However, he does have two
new exclusive agency lines to
represent throughout the
Republic of Ireland - SIHI
Halberg pumps and SWEPheat
exchangers.
SIHI-Halberg is a German-
manufactured range of
centrifugal pumps which offer a
practical solution to all liquid
transfer applications. They have
a well-proven design, coupled
with a high technical excellence
which leads to low maintenance
requirements.
The extents of the range is
quite diverse and covers units
suitable for heating, cooling,
solvent and general liquid
transfer applications.
As for the SWEP range of
plate heat exchangers, these are
Swedish-manufactured units
produced with channel plates of
acid-resistant stainless steel as
standard. However,plates made
from titanium, hastelloy, etc,
7
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Glotec - Advanced
Water Heating Technology
• "The world's most advanced water heating technology" - the Gl6tec condensing boiler.
A new range of heating boilers and
water heaters incorporating what is
claimed to be the most advanced
water heating technology in the world
is now making a reputation for itself
throughout Ireland.
Moreover, an added advantage is
that the boilers and heaters are being
manufactured in Spiddal, Co. Galway
by way of a joint venture scheme
called Glotec Teo, which was
conceived and brought to fruition by
one Michael Vaughan.
Michael has a long tradition within
the heating sector here in Ireland and
6 Irish Building Services News, July/August 1989
he first saw the potential for the
project as far back as 1984 when the
lOA put him in touch with a gentleman
called Alfred J Farina in New York, the
inventor of the technology which lies
at the heart of the new heating system.
Mr Farina is one of the principals of
Thermo Catalytic Corporation, a
company which is essentially a
development laboratory but one which
has vast financial backing. He and his
colleagues have spent a total of nearly
15 years bringing the new system to its
present stage whereby its commercial
viability can be sustained..
Having done that they looked to
establishing joint-venture production
plants and turned specifically to the
UK and Ireland where they believed
the necessary financial backing-
coupled with and educated,
technically-oriented workforce -
would be available.
Hence the involvement of the IDA
and the SUbsequent introduction of
Michael Vaughan to the scenario.
Since that first meeting in 1984
Michael has had to go to great lengths
to convince the inventors that Ireland
was the correct place to site their
European production plant and also to
raise the necessary finance to help
fund the project on a joint-venture
basis.
Udaras na Gaeltachta were always
keen on the project but they insisted
that their financial contribution would
have to be matched by a similar input
from the private sector.
The first package Michael Vaughan
put together included Milton
Anderson of Copenhagen who, in
addition to having the distribution
rights for their own country, were keen
to have a sharehold in the production
company. However, from the outset
the option was there for them to be
bought out and this indeed came to
pass within a year. However, they
remain exclusive distributors in
Denmark.
That left Michael Vaughan looking
for another financial input and, having
considered all the possible options,
Quadrant Engineers Ltd became the
major shareholder within the
company.
Throughout this time the
development process in relation to
making the system suitable for
application in Ireland was going on
behind the scenes. This took
approximately two years and the final
coming-together of the financial and
manufacturing elements led to factory
production beginning in January of
this year.
The technology-transfer agreement
8
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with the US inventors cost in the
region of £250,000 and that, coupled
with the many costs incurred up to
January of this year from when the
project was firs mooted, meant that a
further cash injection would be
required to finance additional
research and development.
Consequently, to coincide with the
launch of the boilers earlier this year, a
share issue of 775,000 Ordinary
Shares was brought to market under
the Business Expansion Scheme. At
40p each, this meant £310,000 was
made available for future plans.
Glotec Holdings plc is now the
overall holding company with Glotec
Teo being the manufacturng arm.
The basis of the technology
incorporated into both boilers and
heaters is a condensing system which
utilises the latent heat from
condensation of the water vapour
produced during combustion.
Efficiencies of up to 99% have been
recorded in water heaters with the fuel
combustion efficiency also being high
and consequently resulting in flue gas
emmissions that are not harmful to the
environment.
Fuel cost savings of up to 50% have
been recorded with central heating
boilers which can be used in
cascading fashion to suit commercial
and industrial applications. This
means that, with the boilers arranged
in parallel for a wide variety of uses,
the user is only producing and paying
for the heat that is requi red.
Another advantage is that the Glotec
system does not require a chimney.
Instead it has a PVC exhaust system
which can be up to 30 ft long with as
many bends as necessary. This makes
site location and installation easy, the
only requirement being that the plastic
condensate pipe terminates at a drain
or suitable soakage area.
Both the boilers and water heaters
are suitable for LPG and natural gas
powering with Glotec Teo handling
the LPG sector in the environs
surrounding the Spiddal plant and
Quadrant Engineers Ltd, the national
distribution from its Dublin base.
Glotec expects the Irish market to
be worth approximately £1 million per
year within the next five years with
employment expanding throughout
this period from the current 14 to a
projected 40.
Contracts for distribution outside
Ireland have already been agreed with
Danish and UK distributors and other
export contracts are under discussion
in the remaining countries where
Glotec has exclusive rights.
Quite a number of model variants
are now available in the 60,000 to
80,000 BTU capacity category with a
new Combi unit scheduled to come
on stream shortly with a 160,000 BTU
capacity.
Currently only the heat exchanger is
actually manufactured at the Spiddal
factory but the long-term intention is
to produce each unit 100% there.
Where possible all associated parts
and services are sourced in Ireland.
Altogether, over 100 uits are now in
use throughout the country, typical
examples being Hotel Carraroe;
Renvyle House Hotel; and Hotel
Westport where there are 12 units in
use.
According to Michael Vaughan,
after-sales service is simplicity itself.
"For such an efficient and cost-
effective system", he says, "Glotec
units only have something like 30 parts
altogether. This, coupled with the fact
that we manufacture here in Ireland,
means that Quadrant Engineers Ltd
have no difficulty in providing an
excellent after-sales back-up service
to all installations.
"It's been a long road to get to the
current position but, especially
following the success of the share
issue, we are ideally positioned to fully
exploit the full potential offered by the
system."
MANOTHERM LTD.
Stocks our complete line ofcontrols for refrigeration,
air conditioning, heating and ventilation.
~
. .~ .
Manotherm Ltd., 4 Walkinstown Road, Dublin 12, Ireland, Phones: 522355 - 522018 - 522229, Telex 93388, FAX 516919.
10 Knockbracken Park, Belfast BTe OHL, Nothern Ireland, Phone: 645966.
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Grundfos Quality Award
Now very much establishedas one ofthekeyevents In the buildingservices annualcalendar,
the Grundfos Quality Awards - In association with the NSAI - were presented as Is
customary at a ceremony In the National Concert Hall, Dublin, recently.
Leading dignitaries from all sections of the Industry were present to hearDenls Wa/she,
General Manager, Grundfos (Ireland) Ltd, outline the thinking and objectives of the award
scheme and the manner In which It has evolved since Its Inception a number of years ago.
For this year's Awards, the numberofentries showed a significantIncrease on lastyear,
reflecting perhaps the much-Improved situation within the overall Industry and also of
course the growing Importance which Is attached to actually winning one of the three
coveted awards.
CONSULTANT
Vanning Mulcahy Reilly Associates,
Tramway House,
32 Dartly Road,
Dublin 6.
Grundfos Quality
Award Winners - 1989
MECHANICAL CONTRACTORS
T. Bourke & Co. Ltd.,
UnitT23,
Stillorgan Industrial Park,
Blackrock,
Co. Dublin.
"I am very pleased on
behalf of the National
Standards Authority of
Ireland to be associated
once again with the
Grundfos Building Services
Quality Awards. These
awards recognise the
commitment of the Building
Services sector to the
practice of Quality
Assurance.
"Quality Assurance in the
form of sound technical and
administrative proced ures
for ensuring quality offers
more scope for reducing
costs and enhancing
profitability than many other
management controls, yet
most companies have only a
hazy or incomplete picture
of the costs associated with
the quality of their
Tom Qulnn, General
Manager, NSAI, made the
presentations and In his
address to those present,
put the Importance of the
awards In the broader
context. The following are
the more Important extracts
from his speech.
Building Services
Contractors Association,
(MEBSCA), sit on an
advisory panel while John
Purce" of NSAI, who acts as
Panel Chairman, Owen
Lewis, Statutory Lecturer in
Architecture, UCD, and Don
Byrne, Assistant Head,
Department of Engineering
Technology, Bolton Street
College of Technology, are
the actual examining
assessors.
The IS 300/lS0 9000
series of standards are used
as a guide for the
assessment.
_____--.J
products is generally
acknowledged, but all too
often thei r effectiveness is
negated by improper and
incorrect specification and
installation. The IS 300/lS0
9000 from the National
Standards Authority of
Ireland adequately caters
for product standard, but
there is also an obvious
need for its implementation
in the building services
profession. This Grundfos
Award acknowledges and
rewards those who make a
major contribution to the
development of quality
assurance and its
acceptance as a necessary
discipline.
Representatives from the
Chartered Institute of
Building Services Engineers
(CIBSE), and the
Mechanical and Electrical
Leo Lynch & Co. Ltd.,
Whitechurch,
Rathfamham,
Dublin 14.
• John Ltlvelle, T. BOllrke & Co. Ltd.; with Michael O'Doherty, Delap &
WaDer; Gerry Baker, Leo Lynch & Co.; Paddy Kavanagh, Varmillg MlIlcahy
ReiJly Associates; and Tom Egan, Department ofHealth.
This year also saw a marked Quality assurance is now
change in choosing the a recognised discipline in
recipients for the awards. respect of the specification
Normally, there are three and subsequent installation
awards - one for building of both mechanical and
services design which goes electrical services.
to a consultant; and one The importance of quality
each for mechanical and assurance relative to
electrical installation, which
goes to the respective
contractors.
However, this year there
was a slight change. While
the consultancy award
remained unchanged, on
the basis of the entries
submitted, the assessors
decided to give two awards
to the mechanical
contractors.
Getting back to the
concept behind the awards,
the Grundfos Quality Award
scheme was conceived by
Grundfos (Ireland) Ltd, and
is administered in
association with the
National Standards
Authority of Ireland (NSAI).
The main objective is to
promote a better awareness
of the quality assurance
factor in relation to the
design and installation of
building services.
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• GRUNDFOS QUALITY AWARD WINNERS - Denis Walshe, General
Manager, Grundjos Ireland Ltd., with Leo Lynch & Co. Ltd.; Teddy
Bourke, T Bourke & Co Ltd.; and Sean Mulcahy, Varming Mulcahy Reilly
Associates.
operations. Traditionally,
the quality control function
has been responsible for
reporting quality
performance to
management in terms of
rejections and defective
materials and workmanship.
This vital information is
often difficult to analyse and
interpret in terms of cost
and as a result the
magnitude of the problem
and opportunities for
reduction are often
overlooked.
"Quality costing is a
management information
tool. It is the translation of
quality data into the
language of higher
management. If costs are
not known, it is impossible
to justify measures to
reduce them.
"Quality Assurance is a
set of procedures which can
prevent the type of errors
that account for almost
th ree-quarters of the delays,
cost over-runs and disputes
that plague the construction
process according to the
UK Building Engineering
Services Certification
Authority - BESCA.
Implementation of a
Quality Management
programme is not an easy
task, but the rewards are
immense. Everyone has his
or her own definition of
quality, particularly when
applied to a product or
service. To a lot of people it
is synonymous with
"expensive" or "luxury" - a
Rolls-Royce is often
described as a quality car.
When implementing a
quality improvement
process in an organisation it
is essential that everybody
understands the same thing
by "Quality" and that the
subjective reaction to
product or service is
eliminated as far as
possible."
"Quality means
"conformance to
requirements", in other
words "fitness for purpose",
that is the product of any
individual's work will
precisely meet the
requi rements of the
consumer. Using this
defi nition, it is clear that a
Mini or a VW Beetle is also a
"quality" car, if it fits the
customer's requirements.
"Quality is a measure of
excellence of performance
in every aspect of a
company's business. It is
not just a measure of how
well a company constructs
its projects, it also applies to
purchasing raw materials
and components, inventory
control, communications
with the client and
professional advisers and
good information systems.
Quality begins at the top
and all employees must be
involved. Quality is a never-
ending process and the
bottom line is customer
satisfaction.
"We, in Ireland, have
confirmed our adherence to
the principles and practice
of international
standardisation, as well as
our commitment to quality,
by our adoption of ISO 9000
Standard for Quality System
Management, under the
name of Irish Standard IS
3001lS0 9000, and the
associated Certification
Scheme operated by the
National Standards
Authority of Ireland (NSAI).
• Tom QuinnojNSAlwhomadethe
presentation.
"Manufacturers,
contractors and consultants
may upgrade and modernise
their Quality System by
assessing themselves
against IS 300/lS0 9000,
while those who can benefit
by having their quality
systems independently
assessed, may apply to
become Registered by
NSAI: that is, a company
that has been audited by
NSAI, found to be in
conformance with IS
300/lS0 9000, awarded the
right to use the "Registered
Firm" mark, and subjected
to routine surveillance to
ensure continued
conformance. The EC has
now adopted ISO 9000 as a
Harmonised European
Standard for Quality EN
29000.
Forty eight Irish
companies have attained
"Registered Firm" status. A
further 52 companies are at
an advanced stage in the
assessment process, while
over 200 companies have
signified their interest in
applying.
"To date contractors have
not signalled their interest in
being registered to ISO 9000
but I am pleased to
announce that the
Consultative Committee to
the NSAI on Quality
Assurance is currently
engaged in drafting a
scheme whereby firms in the
Engineering ConSUltancy
sector will be able to obtain
registration to ISO 9000.
This is being carried out at
the request of the
Association of ConSUlting
Engineers.
"I need hardly remind this
audience of the momentous
developments taking place
in the Completion of the
Single European Market by
1992 and the consequences
for your industry. The
progressive introduction of
European Standards and
regulations is gathering
momentum. You no doubt
appreciate that the "home
market" is now 320 million
people rather than 3 million,
with a public purchasing
budget exceeding £300
billion. The Construction
Industry must expect a
greater challenge from
European contractors who
will in future have free
access to the Irish market.
"To take advantage of the
opportunities and to face
the challenge from Europe it
is vital that you understand
the market requirements
and are ready to meet them.
EC Directives and European
Standards are rapidly
coming into effect for
everything from pressure
vessels, product design,
performance and safety
and consumer protection.
All will be subject to uniform
arrangements and control. If
you are to benefit from the
profitable opportunities in
Europe you must be familiar
with these changes and
interpret the requi rements.
"The NSAI has recently
established a Consultative
Committee on Public
Procu rement with
representatives from the
public and private sectors
and its professional
advisers. This is one of
twelve consultative
committees which play a
crucial role in advising the
NSAI on its work
programme and assist in
the development and
interpretation of European
and International Standards
and I would strongly
recommend you support the
work of these Consultative
Committees through your
various professional and
trade associations.
"In conclusion I would like
to thank Grundfos for
sponsoring the Building
Services Quality Awards
which recognise your quest
to achieve quality in designs
and constructions. In the
words of John Ruskin
"'Quality is never an
accident, it is always the
resu It of intelligent effort'."
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£40 Billion Opportunity for
Building Services Products
A joint venture project between
three market research
organisations in mainland
Europe and the UK's building
services research centre
(BSRIA) aims to quantify the
market in the 12 EC countries
for hvac and plumbing
products.
Estimated to account for an
installed value of some £40
billion, this market offers
considerable opportunities for
manufacturers, consulting
engineers and mechanical
services contractors.
Most EC studies so far in this
field have been based on desk
research and official statistics,
which are often ill-defined and
incomplete. However, this study
promises to be extremely
thorough.
In the first phase of the
project (now completed) a
network of information-
gathering centres, one in each
country, was set up to cover all
12 countries of the EC. These
are based at well-established
market research organisations,
acknowledged for their
objectivity and experience in
the field. The results of the
survey will, therefore, reflect the
reality of the market and the
industry as seen from the
inside, and not the view of the
outsider who is limited by
predispositions, cultural
background and language.
In the joint venture project -
which is between BSRlA's
EuroCentre, Kienbaum
Unternehmensberatung
(Dusseldorf), Potentiel-Energie
(Paris) and Ecosfera (Rome) -
the principal controlling and co-
ordinating role will be held by
the EuroCentre in Bracknell
where all results will1>e
analysed and processed.
NRG Management
Consultancy are undertaking
the research work and selling
the report in Ireland, and can be
contacted at 1 Skelwith Road
Hammersmith, London W6 '
9EX. Tel: London 748 9911 ;
and 15 May Park, Malahide
Road, Dublin 5.
A standard format has been
adopted for presenting the
EUROPEAN MIXER VALVE MARKET, 1986
Other
6.8
Germany
1.8
Germany
0.25
b~iiiiiiii!i!~.C VK 0.2
Benelux
0.5
Nordic
0.30
France
0.10
VK
0.20
Other
0.15
11.7 M units
Non -thermostatic
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NERGY
ECHN/QUE LTD.
The 'CV' &'FV' Fan Coil Unit and
Electrosonic Humidifier
CF and FV Fan Coil
More than just a fan coil unit the 'CV'
& 'FV' range from Energy Technique
was evolved from the most
consistent demands from
consultants and contractors for
'systems engineered' products.
Electrosonic Humidifier
ADVANTAGES
• Low Energy Input
• 90% Lower than Electrode Boilers
• Adiabatic Cooling 650 Watt per kg/h
• Minimises Health & Hygiene Risks
• Low Maintenance Costs
• Engineered for the Industry
• Fast Response for Flexible Control
• Silent Operation
A.C.S.C. Specialists in Heating, Ventilation,Refrigeration and Air Conditioning.
126 Church Street, Dublin 7. Telephone 01-733606
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EC BOILER ,tARI\ET ANALYSED BY eau TRY, 1987
1
J
700600
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- Wall hung
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Other
information in the final reports,
making it easy to follow and to
compare market and industry
profiles in the different
counties.
Some 300 mainstream
product lines in the hvac and
plumbing industries will be
covered in the market section
of the report and data for this
will be derived from personal
interviews with leading
suppliers, not from published
official statistics, which are
often incomplete.
A sample of some of the
information that will be given
and updated on mixer valves
showers and boilers is shown
in Figures 1 and 2.
Apart from markets, the
survey will also provide the
essential background
information on EC standards
and codes, the structure of the
building services design and
contracting industries, trade
and professional organisations,
the various constrainst (codes,
standards, legislation,
approvals, labelling), and all
other aspects which help to
define the shape of the industry
in each country.
Over £500,000 will be spent
on research for the study and
the published reports are
expected to aggregate around
2500 pages of text and
graphics.
As a multi·client project
supported by the Department
of Trade and Industry, it has
been possible to keep the
selling costs of the reports
relatively low; the basic
subscription for firms entering
at this stage being IR£1800 to
cover one product group (e.g.
air conditioning), rising to
IR£3200 for the six groups
representing the whole of the
industry.
Already 50 major clients
have signed up for this study
with a good cross·section
across the mainstream product
lines.
The target for publication of
the complete study is mid·I990
although the first of the volume
is expected to be released by
August 1989.
BBAjBSRIA
Approvals Co-
Operation
The British Board of Agrement
(BBA) and the Building
Services Research and
Information Association
(BSRIA) have formed an
agreement to co-operate in
product approval, certification
and testing. The agreement is
aimed at those Building
Services products that are
covered by the "Technical
Approvals" route offered by the
Construction Products
Directive.
Dr Peter Hewlett, the BBA's
Director, said: "The BBA's
mission is to provide a
comprehensive service to the
Construction and Building
Products industry to ensure the
effective approval and
certification of products within •
the EEC and EFfA countries." .-
"Our relationship with BSRIA
will greatly extend our ability to
both create procedures and
provide testing facilities."
BSRlA's Director, Dr Derek
Gregory, stressed the
importance of certification in
the run·up to 1992 and said:
"By referring their products to a
Technical Approvals
certification procedure
manufacturers will be far closer
to compliance with the
anticipated single European
market requirements. The
BBA/BSRlA co-operation will
provide a sound base for a UK
certification capability and
combine the expertise of BBA
assessment with BSRlA's
established test capability."
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In addition to AIR HANDLING UNITS, Controls,
Control Panels, Actuators and Condensing Units,
MASTERAIR
are pleased to announce our appointment as
SOLE AGENTS for the following equipment:
Manufacturers of
Air Conditioning Equipment
R
PRODUCTS LTD
Defenso[
HUMIDIFIER
brqont
• Long service life
• Low pressure drop
• Rigid construction with high
degree of protection
CHILLERS AND
HEAT PUMPS
7 Kw to 500 Kw Range
N FP
Standard sized HEPA filter in Fine Dust rigid bag filter using
compact design pleated glass paper - the
• Up to 3400 m3/h of air flow superior solution
• Large media area (17 m2 )
~"""'L.&..I........... AIR FILTERS
PRODUCTS LTD
R
John F. Kennedy Park, Killeen Road, Dublin 12, Ireland.
Telephone: 01-562891. Telex: 30100 MAST El. Fax: 01-562896.
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Domestic Contracting
Making It Profitable
opportunities for all
- concerned.
Market Potential
All the parties in the system
stand to benefit greatly from a
growing natural gas industry
because of the unique
properties of the basic
product.
Currently, 140,000 homes
use natural gas in Ireland,
6,000 commercial premises
and 150 manufacturing
companies.
In Britain, by comparison,
14.6 million homes use gas for
heating and cooking. This
represents 90% of homes in
the geographic area supplied
with natural gas or 70% of all
homes in Britain.
Potentially, there is no
reason why, in 20 years time,
500,000 or 70% of Irish homes
should not be using natural
gas in the year 201 O. This
should give you an idea of the
volume of business that is
available to all of the parties in
the natural gas industry.
Market research has shown
that the two major factors
apart from environmental
consideration, which
determine whether
householders, commercial
premises or factories will
change to natural are:
- the price of natural gas;
- equipment changeover cost.
Natural gas prices in Ireland
are very competitive. Figures
available from Eolas and
studies carried out by the now
defunct An Foras Forbartha
back up our claim that natural
gas is the most economical
form of energy for cooking and
heating in the home in Ireland.
Bord Gais also provides
financial incentives towards
changeover costs, the best
known of which is that for the
domestic sector - 50/50
Cashback. With this offer the
average householder can
recover the cost of changing
over to natural gas within three
years and thereafter still
benefit from the economic,
convenience and
environmental advantages of
natural gas.
Bord Gais is in the business
of marketing and selling
natural gas and has
responded to the needs of the
market in its pricing policy and
promotional offers. As a result,
in 1988, 12,000 homes
throughout the country
changed to natural gas
compared with 4,000 in 1987
and 2,500 in 1986. It is our
intention to take whatever
contractors
I\pplhnce Dealers
Equipment supplier.
the other companies -large
or small- as very important
and vital to the future growth of
the overall natural gas
industry.
If we all continue to focus on
the customer:
- contractors when they
install central heating
systems;
- dealers when they sell
cookers, fires and heaters;
- equipment suppliers when
they introduce new products;
- Bord Gais when it markets
natural gas ....
.... there is no reason why this
sector cannot grow to an
annual turnover of over £1 00
million per annum with
substantial employment
• Gerry Fahey, Markning Manager, Bord Gais.
By Gerry Fahey
Figure 1
The advent of natural gas in
Ireland has created a very
sizeable industry for heating
contractors, appliance dealers
and equipment suppliers. This
industry has an annual turn-
over currently of £30 million
and provides employment for
approximately 500 people.
The IDA would not be slow
to publicise heavily the setting
up of a new industry of equal
size. So why should we? Bord
Gais is delighted to have
played a vital role in providing
a business opportunity for
contractors, equipment
suppliers and appliance
dealers.
We see that the partnership
between ourselves and
The natural gas industry in
Ireland, just as in other
countries, is an interlinking
system right from the suppliers
of gas through to the final end
user in the industrial, power
generation, commercial and
domestic markets.
All elements of the system
are interdependent:
See Figure 1
Bord Gais, at the centre of
the system, has the
responsibility for:
- planning for the future
growth of the industry;
- organising itself and the
system;
- controlling the system.
This has to be done within
the constraints imposed by the
various free market forces that
exist in the Irish energy
market.
Bord Gais is delighted with
the success that its
downstream partner Marathon
has had in finding additional
gas in the first of the
exploration wells drilled as
part of the recent negotiations
between the Department of
Energy, Bord Gais and
Marathon as a result of the
initiative of the Minister for
Energy.
The partnership between
Bord Gais and Marathon is
harmonious and currently both
parties are working closely to
ensure that the future needs of
the gas transmission system
are catered for.
Marathon is currently
planning to install
compression facilities on one
of its production platforms.
Bord Gais is planning to deal
with the technical
requirements of the
transmission system to ensure
that:
- all future loads can be
supplied;
- gas supplies are available
well into the next century.
On this point I would like to
emphasise that gas supplies
will not cease for Kinsale in
1999. Gas will be available
from Kinsale for at least an
additional five years as a
result of the recent agreement
with Marathon.
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workmanship will wipe out
their profits. Right first time
must become your business
slogan.
Profits =sales minus costs.
Increased sales are vital to the
growth in profits of any
business. There are two ways
the contractor can achieve
this.
Firstly, the more gas-
burning appliances a
contractor installs when on a
customer's premises, the
greater his profits. So, the
installation of additional
appliances, as well as a
central heating boiler, should
always be an objective for the
contractor.
The cost of cooking on gas
is less than half the cost of
cooking by electricity for a gas
central heating customer. By
making the new customer
aware of this, the contractor
has a very easy route for
increasing his profits from a
job and this should always be
his objective.
Gas fires are economical to
operate and are completely
smoke free. Again, if the
contractor can persuade the
householder to install a gas
fire, he will increase his profits.
Finally, to make the job of
selling gas easier, the
contractor should at all
times be willing to make the
householder aware of the
economic and environmental
advantages of natural gas
compared with all other fuels
on the Irish market.
Natural gas usage by the
householder reduces the
country's fuel import bill, helps
eliminate the scourge of smog
in Dublin, reduces the
householders' yearly energy
bill and is the most convenient
fuel to use in the home.
By providing his clients with
a competitively-priced
installation, tidily and correctly
installed, the contractor will
ensure a good future for
himself. A satisfied customer
will be sure to recommend his
contractor to his friends and
neighbours when they decide
to switch to natural gas.
It is inevitable that the
country will shift to much
greater usage of natural gas.
Bord Gais is very conscious of
its partnership with its
authorised installers. This
partnership, if properly
managed is, and will continue
to be, financially beneficial to
all parties involved - Bord
Gais, the contractor and
especially the householder.
Organising
Some time should be given
each week to looking at the
forward workload and planning
how best to organise the
any, are made. Generally,
material costs are easy to
determine. However, the
efficient management of time
on the job will play a big part in
determining the level of profit.
A time-sheet record should
be kept for all jobs and the
contractor should be
constantly seeking to better
organise his work methods to
keep labour costs down.
undertaking of jobs. Travel time
between jobs should be
minimised. Materials should
always be available on site so
as to avoid wasting time on
unnecessary trips to the
builders merchant's premises.
I would recommend that a
forward plan should be
prepared on a fortnightly basis
of jobs to be done which will:
- allow for the pre-purchase
of the necessary materials;
- assignment of work load to
fitters;
- eliminate waste and delays.
The control element of
managing the business is
crucial in making a profit. The
following control documents
are a must:
- time sheets;
- material usage records;
- recording of payments and
cash receipts;
- recognising and recording
of all overhead costs.
This is essential however
informally the business is run.
There are two factors which
I consider to be just as, if not
more, important to the
contractor's level of profits.
These are:
- poor quality work;
- additional sales.
Bord Gais will continue to
insure that its customers have
systems that are correctly and
safely installed. This is the
major priority of our Board of
Directors. Contractors who do
not recognise this fact have r 0
point in being in the natural
gas business and the cost of
making good poor quality
inefficiency.
I have no magic formula to
impart on how contractors can
make domestic contracting
profitable, apart from briefly
covering the key elements of
operating a business
successfully and emphasising
the importance of planning,
organising and control for any
business.
Planning is vital to any
business enterprise, large or
small. The efficient contractor
must plan his business:
- volume of business that will
be undertaken;
- size of workforce;
"Profits Are Earned
Not Granted"
- administration systems;
- finance.
The volume of business will
determine:
- the number of gas fitters
employed;
- the amount of finance
needed;
- whether sales reps should,
or should not, be employed.
Without good administration
the contractor will not be able
to run his business efficiently
and will not know whether he
is trading at a profit or loss.
With the development of
low-priced micro-computers
and the accompanying
software, computer-managed
businesses are an option for
all. I would strongly advise
contractors to seriously
consider purchasing a low-
cost micro-computer to assist
in managing the business.
Modern micro-computers are
extremely user-friendly and
easy to master.
The planning of work and
the recording of labour and
material costs are very simple
to do and should be done.
Each job will require a known
quantity of materials and a
certain labour input. For each
job these costs should be fully
recorded, no matter how basic
the recording system.
Profit is what remains after
labour and material costs
have been paid for and all the
overhead costs of the
business recovered. Unless all
the costs incurred are
recorded it will not be possible
to determine what profits, if
marketing initiatives are
required to maintain or exceed
the levels achieved during
1988 in the future.
However, the quality of our
partnership with contractors
and gas burning appliance
suppliers is, and will continue
to be, a vital element in the
achievement of these
objectives.
Making our business
profitable
Bord Gais makes its profits
from the sale of gas. Our up-
stream partners make profits
from the cost-effective
installation of equipment and
the sale of appliances. Bord
Gais has to be efficient so as
to compete in the energy
market. So too should our
partner contractors, appliance
dealers and suppliers.
There is a growing move
worldwide towards letting
market forces set prices,
determine the profitability of
business and making the
customer king. Contractors
will have to bear this in mind
when managing their
business, just as we are
currently doing in Bord Gais.
The poorly-managed and
inefficient contractor cannot
expect Bord Gais to be
responsible for his or her
situation. We have invested
substantial sums of money to
develop the market: .
- the cost of the transmission
system £150 million;
- making safe the distribution
network £15 million pa;
- marketing costs £3 million
pa.
We do not intend to support
an inefficient secondary
system.
In a free market the
customer will not react
favourably to poorly installed
systems and overpricing.
Quite rightly so too in my view.
Profits are earned, not
granted. A growth market
exists for contractors and they
too must play their part in
achieving for themselves the
financial benefits of this
growth. I have mentioned
earlier the importance of
changeover costs as well as
the price of the fuel, in gaining
business.
Contractors and fuel-
burning appliance suppliers
will have to play their part in
providing the potential
customer with an affordable
product and this calls for
efficient management of the
business. Bord Gais does not
intent to support and aid
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passes through the filter.
Disturbance of water or sludge
in the tank by return oil from the
pump is eliminated. The rate of
sludge formation in thetankdue
to mixing of water and deposits
with the oil is decreased.
Tigerloop is a small,
transparent, self-contained
unit, powered by the oil
circulating between it and the oil
pump of the burner; it has no
electrical connections.
The loading on the oil pump is
constant and the oil is warmed
by the circulation from the
pump.
No additional non-return
valve is required in the suction
line and air is automatically
vented from the top of the
Tigerloop.
Details from Boulter Boilers
Ltd., Magnet House, White-
house Road, Ipswich, Suffolk
IPI 5JA. Tel: 0473-241555.
The new models are suitable
for walls from 9" up to 18" thick
and the wall cavity assembly is
designed to be telescopic and
adaptable. Additional design
advantages included in the new
range are an outside panel and a
lockable service door. There is
also a self-lifting oil pump,
complete with a front
thermostat.
Details from Heatovent Ltd.,
Mount Argus Road, Harold's
Cross, Dublin 6. Tel:01-975562;
Fax: 01-972139.
A SWEDISH solution to oil
feed installation is nowavailable
through Boulter Boilers Ltd.
The patented, maintenance-free
Tigerloop oil Iifter/deaerator
simplifies oil feed and eliminates
problems when the oil tank is
situated below the level ofthe oil
burner - even when the tank is a
considerable distance away and
underground.
Traditionally, it has been
necessary to install a two-pipe
suction/return system right
back to the oil tank,
incorporating a non-return
valve in the suction line. Excess
fuel not required for
atomisation is returned back to
the tank, together with air
released from the oil due to
reduced pressure in the suction
line.
When a Tigerloop is fitted,
only the oil that is required to be
burned is taken from the
tank and only this quantity
Trouble-Free Oil Burning
• Tigerloop oillifterldeaeratorfrom Boulter Boilers.
TH REE new BETA oil-fired,
balanced flue, wall-hung boilers
have just been introduced by
Heatovent.
Considerable improvements
have been made to the BETA
balanced flue wall hung models,
as they have now been designed
with a slimmer profile which
features a stylish glass front,
which is available in white and
brown.
Additionally, the outputs of
the three boilers have been
increased to 55,000, 65,000 and
75,000 Btu/hrs respectively.
water, as well as attack from
most chemicals.
F1excrete Flexible PU Sealant
is non-toxic and has "exception-
al" durability, requiring no
maintenance throughout its
long life. When required, the
product can be overpainted,
unlike silicone systems which
reject surface treatments.
Flexcrete Flexible PU Sealant
is unaffected by temperature
variation.
Details from Flexcrete Ltd.,
P.O. Box 7, London Road,
Preston, PR1 4AI, Lancashire.
Tel: 0772-59781; Fax: 0772-
202627.
health grounds to the use of
Quantophos H in the public
water supply.
Fernox Quantomats are
designed to provide effective
protection against lime scale in
the hot water system, not the
drinking water supply.
However, since it is inevitable
that someone, somewhere, will
drink water from the hot water
circuit, it is reassuring for
plumbers and installers to know
that Quantomat chemicals now
have official listing.
Details from Hevac Ltd.,
70/72 Lower Dorset Street
Dublin 1, Tel: 01-301211; Fax:
01-301990.
FLEXCRETE Ltd, an associate
of Liquid Plastics, the Preston-
based specialist coatings
manufacturer, has added a new
line to its range of concrete
repair mortars and ancilliary
products.
New product Flexcrete
Flexible PU Sealant is a one
component, gun grade
polyurethane, which is available
in either a handy cartridge or
'sausage'. It requires no mixing
or heating, is easy to apply and
rapidly cures to form a highly
flexible sealant or adhesive. The
product does not embrittle on
ageing and has excellent
resistance to weathering and
16 Irish Building Services News, JulylAugust 1989
Sealant Joins Flexcrete
Range
• 100g sachets ofFernox.
FERNOX Quantomat Scale
Reducers operate by propor-
tionally dosing the hot water
supply with chemicals tomodify
the hardness salts and so inhibit
lime scale formation. The
chemicals used are a blend of
phosphates and polyphos-
phates, which have the trade
name Quantophos H.
Fernox has announced that,
having been scrutinised by a
committee of the Department of
the Environment's Drinking
Water Division in the UK,
Quantophos H has gained a
listing (Appendix 6 of the 15th
Statement). Essentially, this
means there are no objections on
Fernox Quantomat Scale
Reducer
IL-N-==E==W==P:=::R==O==D==U==C==T==S/:=:=L==IT==E==R==AT;;-U~R~E~~ ]
BETA Boilers
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The New Industrial RoofRange from Vent-Axia
Engineering excellence
that's right at the top
The addition of the roof models
is part of a continual development
ogramme, designed to make
. Vent-Axia industrial range
one of the most technologically
advanced and comprehensive
available.
In seven fan sizes and
a choice of motor speeds,
each unit incorporates a
number of features to ensure
trouble-free operation, even
in the severest of conditions.
For example, IP55 water and dust
protection; STOP (Standard Thermal
Overload Protection) and 'F' class
insulation.
Specially moulded in high
impact polystyrene, the aero-
dynamically designed cowl has
been subjected to extensive
wind tunnel testing to
demonstrate its extra strength,
stability and durability.
Attractively finished in pale grey,
the UV stabilising properties
reduce discolouration of the
outer surface, while the smooth
internal profile also helps to
improve the performance in air
movement.
With over 50 years experience
in ventilation, Vent-Axia have an
unrivalled reputation for quality
and reliability, it makes sense to
order the name that 'comes out
on top'.
APV Vent-Axia Ventilation Ltd.
KCR Industrial Estate, Ravensdale Park
Kimmage, Dublin 12. '
Te/: 01-900620/903188. Fax: 01-903418.
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CIBSE/MEBSCA
Nurernore
Conference '89
Report
Once again the Nuremore
Conference has proven beyond
any shadow of doubt that it is
THE premier event of the
building services sectors'
social/business calander. As
always, the numbers of those
wishing to participate were
such that there was
disappointment for some in not
being able to stay in Hotel
Nuremore, and this despite the
opening of a whole new
accomodation section since
Nuremore '88.
Nonetheless, because of the
excellent organisation of the
event, all the delegates
attending the Conferrence
enjoyed a marvalous weekend,
made all the more so by the
beautiful weather conditions.
As usual, the golf dominated
the social proceedings with the
snooker attracting all the night
owls. How the likes ofMatt
Johnston - he won both a golf
prize and a snooker trophy -
can excel at both on the
weekend in question is quite
amazing.
However, perhaps more than
anything Nuremore is about
people meeting people
renewing old aquaintances,
reaffirming ongoing
relationships and of course
establishing new friends.
In achieving this objective
nothing can compare with the
well proven Nuremore
Formula. Long may it continue.
• Leo O'Kane with Michael O'Doherty; Ray E//iott; Bill Moroney and Jim
Duggan.
• Denis Walshe, General Manager, Grundfos Ireland, congratulating Ray
Lannyman on his winning the Grundfos-sponsored weekend for two in the
luxurious Waterford Castle. On the left is Michael Curley.
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• Eddie Binley with Michael Curley and Bill Noone.
• Frank Nugent, H R Holfeld, making the special presentation to Larry
Mc Ginn.
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• Jim King with Matt Johnston and John Ryan.
The Council is also insisting
on individual connections to
sewers, whereas before, it was
possible to put to 12 houses on a
branch connection.
Because of the "intransi-
gence" of the Council during a
number of meetings, Cork
members have decided to
engage professional consultants
to provide an independent study
of the capacity of sewers etc.
A number of meetings have
taken place with a firm of
consulting engineers who are
currently preparing a case to put
to Cork Co, Council.
WEEKEND
SPONSORS
Masterair Products Ltd; Coolair
Limited; Dan Chambers;
Runtalrad Limited; Davies
Limited; Walker Airconditioning
Ltd.; Quadrant Engineers Ltd.;
Wilo Engineering Ltd.;
Precision Electric Ireland
Limited; Grundfoss Ireland
Limited; Mercury Engineering
Ltd.; B.S.S.lreland Limited;
Kingspan Veha; Phillips Ireland
Limited; Redbro Limited;
Finheat"Limited; Killarney
Plastics Limited; Satchwell
Controls Ltd.; Teesquare
Design; Irish Building Services
Ltd.; Irish Industrial Gases Ltd.;
Trane Airconditioning;
Glowtherm Limited; Asea
Brown Boveri Ltd.;J.J.
Sampson & Son Ltd.; H. & R.
Holfeld Ltd.; Rei Control
Systems; Hevac Limited; GT.
Phelan Ltd.; O'Kane
Engineering Ltd.; Patrick Lynch
& Co. Ltd.; Champion Fire
Defence Ltd.; G.E.c.
Distributors (Ireland) Ltd.;
Heatovent Limited; R.R. EIliott
Engineering Ltd.; Heating
Controls & Devices.
1st - MattJohnston (Jones
Group);
2nd - Ray Grimison;
3rd/4th - Jim Smith and Dan
Chambers.
B.S.S. Ireland
Snooker
RECENTLY, Cork County
Council introduced changes in
their requirements for the
developments of housing
schemes. Members of the Cork
section of IHBA were annoyed
that some impact on develop-
ment costs.
The Co, Council is insisting
on reducing the number of
houses that can be serviced by a
6" sewer from a 150 maximum
(which is the figure in their own
guidelines) to 20/25. IHBA
suggested that as a cornpromise,
a reasonable number should be
70.
What's Adequate Sewer
Capacity?
BUILDING SERVICES NEWS
Winner Back 9 - Dan Horgan
(HIC 6) = 20 Pts (Bt Mick
O'Doherty on last 6);
Winner Front 9 - Brendan
Bracken (H/C 16) = 20 Pts.
Kingspan
Veha
Scramble
1st - Michael Curley & Hugh
Byrne & Frank Treacy;
2nd - Leo O'Kane & Paul
McManus & Jim Duggan;
3rd - Charlie Monaggan & lan
McFall & Paul Monaghan.
Main Bunch
1st - Hugh Byrne (H/C 7) =
42 Pts;
2nd - Paddy Delaney (H/C 18)
=41 Pts;
3rd - JimMurray(H/C 18) =
40 Pts (Won on B.9);
4th - Michael Curley(H/C 12)
=40 Pts (Bt on B.9).
Novices
1st - Shay Cuddihey;
2nd - Bob Daly;
3rd - Matt Johnston;
4th - Jim Kearney;
5th - Stefan Ullman.
Wilo/Finheat
Combination
3rd - Hugh Byrne (H/C 7) =
19 Pts;
4th - Oliver Reddy (H/C 10) =
19 Pts;
5th - Michael Curley(H/C 12)
= 18Pts;
6th - Bill Noone (H/C 13) =
18 Pts.
• John Ryan, Managing Director, Wilo Engineering, (right), presenting Dan
Horgan with his gol/prize. On the left is Jim King, Finheat.
K1Uamey Plastics Open
1st - Leo O'Kane (H/C 20) =
21 Pts;
2nd -Ian McFall (H/C 24) =
19 Pts;
NOVICES
1st - Bob Daly = 17 Pts;
2nd - Paddy Horgan = 16 Pts;
3rd - Stefan Ullman =13 Pts.
Pts;
Killamey
Plastics
Open
•
• Con Stack receiving his trophy from Bob Daly.
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Given the many varied requirements
called for because of the many design
styles and different uses to which
commercial/industrial buildings are put,
Quadrant engineers have assembled a
boiler portfolio to cater for all
contingencies. Brief details are as follows:
Buderus - The new boiler models from
Buderus are now well established. They
have evoked favourable comment for their
ease of assembly. High combustion
efficiencies, particularly at low flue gas
temperature, can be achieved. With 80
mm of insulation, radiation losses are kept
to a minimum. A further advantage is the
large access door through which cleaning
of the combustion chamber and all
flueways may be accomplished. This door
may be hinged right or left to suit site
conditions.
These boilers are suitable for either gas or
oil firing.
Riello - Riello burners are now very
well known in Ireland having established a
reputation for reliability even in adverse
conditions. The smaller burners - both
oil and gas - have been re-designed and
will be known as Riello 40. They will
incorporate fully electronic control boxes
in addition to other improvements.
Recent boiler orders of significance
included; lAWS Ltd, Killybeg-
35,OOOlb/hr. Cochran 'Thermax'; Minch
Norton plc, Athy - 2 x 22 M B Tu
'Thermax' (hot water); WEXPORT Ltd.,
Little island - 3520 Ib/hr. 'Wee
Cheiftain'; Turner-Gain (Ireland) Ltd.,
Dublin - 4400 Ib/hr. 'Wee Cheiftain'.
H R Holfield (Engineering) Ltd are agents
in the Republic of Ireland for the Cochran
Unit of NEI-International Combustion
Ltd. Cochran manufature steam and hot
water boilers for a wide range of industrial
applications, including boilers for coal,
turf, oil or gas firing.
A comprehensive spare parts and after-
sales service is operated by the NEI-
Cochran Service Division (Dublin) for
boilers manufactured by Cochran,
Ruston, Paxman, John Thompson and
others.
Contacts are as follows:-
Sales: - John O'Reilly/Donal Purcell. Tel:
01-887361; Service/Spares Paul
Gunning, Tel: 01-505398/522241.
Quadrant-
Meeting All
Requirements
sophisticated control panel and easily-
accessible flue ways for maintenance,
serve to keep efficiency at an optimum.
They are much favoured by consulting
engineers and mechanical contractors who
have come to rely on the dependability
and efficiency of these boilers to provide
their clien ts with the perfect heating
solution, as testified by the many
installations throughout Ireland operating
for upwards of twenty years.
Byworth Boilers - Hevac Ltd are the sole
Irish agents for the Byworth range of
steam and hot water boilers. These are
made in two types - the conventional
three-pass wet-back design and the more
modern reverse-flow range which is widely
used in small to medium installations
between half and seven tonnes
evaporation per hour. The conventional
three pass range goes up to ten tonnes
evaporation per hour in standard package
boilers, with larger sizes to special order.
The standard package boilers are
suitable for working pressures from lOO
psi to 250 psi with higher pressure to
special design to cater for all applications.
All models are approved and inspected
during manufacture by L1oyd's Industrial
Register, London.
Matching burners are available for all
grades of oil and natural gas/LPG and in
many cases dual fuel burners are fitted
whereby the operator can select either ~il
or gas at the flick of a switch.
Some typical installations include
S?elbourne Hotel, Neville's Bakery,
Pitman Moore, Cappoquin Chickens and
Millipore.
N.u-Way Burners - The Nu-Way range of
OIl, gas and dual fuel burners is designed
to meet the exacting standards of today's
commercial and industrial equipment. In
satisfying this energy-eonscious market,
Hevac Ltd - backed by Nu-Way - use
the latest techniques of computer aided
design and exhaustive testing in a specially
equipped R&D Department.
Hevac Ltd supply oil and gas burners
from 50,000 BTU/hr output up to 37.5
million BTU/hr output. They can also
supply dual fuel burners from 500,000 to
37.5 million BTU/hr output, along with
associated equipment.
The size and scope of the Nu-Way range
of oil, gas and dual fuel burners makes
them ideal for hot water, heating and
steam systems in everything from
domestic and commercial applications
through to large steam process heating
loads.
Typical installations include -
Smurfits; UCD; Abbotstown
Laboratories; Telecom Eireann; McKee
Barracks; Royal Hospital; AIB
Bankcentre and many thousands of Nu-
Way burners have been providing reliable
and economic service in a variety of
installations throughout Ireland.
Further dedails are available from
Hevac Ltd 70-72 Lower Dorset Street,
Dublin 1. Tel: 01-301211; Fax: 01-301990.
Hamworthy - Hamworthy Wessex high-
efficiency modular boilers have been
designed to meet a wide range of
commercial and industrial applications.
The gas-fired Wessex boilers range in
output from 50 kw to 2 mw, with
operating efficiencies of 85% gross (94%
nett), and can be installed in open-vented
or pressurised systems with a maximum
boiler water temperature of 110 degrees C.
The Hamworthy UR Series boilers offer
a range to meet the smaller commercial
and industrial requirements and are also
suitable for modular applications.
Installations completed include Irish
Gas; RTE, Cork; St. Vincent's Hospital;
St Bricin's Hospital; Dublin Castle;
Easons; Marks & Spencers; and Financial
Services Centre, Custom House Dock.
CICH (Chappee) - Chappee
manufacture a trouble-free, dependable
and easily-managed range of boilers
suitable for all medium or high load oil or
gas systems from 75 kw upwards.
Efficiency and heat conservation are a
priority, with 100 mm of high quality
insulation and a 50 mm air gap combining
to keep heat loss to a minimum. A
Since 1973, Hevac - through it's
Industrial Division - have been
providing a range of corn mercial/
industrial boilers/burners and associated
equipment, representing leading
manufacturers of these products in
Britain, Europe, and the US. Hevac have
built their reputation, not just on the
availability of product ex-stock nor on
reliable delivery schedules for more
specialised equipment, but on the
confidence the consulting engineer,
contractor and client places in the
company to provide the equipment at
competitive prices, backed up by technical
support at design and planning stage, and
not least the availability of competent and
reliable commissioning and after sales
service.
The more prominent principals
represented include:-
Nu-Way (Britain); Hamworthy (Britain);
Byworth (Britain); Chappee (France);
Sime (Italy); and Thermo-Air (Ireland).
Equipment supplied by Hevac to office
developments, shopping centres, schools,
public buildings, commercial complexes,
are too numerous to specify but recently
completed projects include - Leinster
House; Financial Services Centre;
Kilmainham Hospital; UCD; AIB
Bankcentre; Mater Private and Public
Hospitals; Cavan Hospital.
Hevac Ltd
Industrial
Division
BOILERS &BURNERS COMMERCIAL/INDUSTRIAL
Cochran Boilers
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QUADRANT ENGINEERS LTD ~
Agents in Ireland for
BUDERUS C.I. SECTIONAL BOILERS
RIELLO OIL, GAS &DUAL-FUEL BURNERS
BRADLEE STEAM BOILERSES) BRAOLEE
!J BOILERS
1. Burner
2. Flame Observation Port
3. Fully Insulated Access Door
4. Control Panel
5. Alarm Bells
6. Lifting Lugs
7. Probe Chamber
8. Steam Outlet
9. Safety Valve
10. Inspection Plate
11. Flue
12. Inspection Plate
13. Horizontal Return Tubes
14. Exterior Sheathing 20
15. Insulation
16. Shell
17. Pump
18. Sight Glass
19. Blow Down Connection
20. Access Door Hinges
21. Tube Plate
22. Fire Box
e 1. Control Panel
2. Flow connected
3. Insulation
4. Nipple
5. Gas Flue Way
6. Sight Glass
7. Rear Section
8. Sealing Material
9. Middle Section
10. Burner Plate
11. Front Section
12. Insulated Burner Door
13. Boiler Jacket
14
~~~!f:'5E: 16
~
RIELLO
QUADRANT ENGINEERS LTD.
CHAPELlZOD, DUBLIN 20. TELEPHONE: 265711. TELEX: 25283. FAX: 267863.
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BOILERS & BURNERS COMMERCIAL/INDUSTRIAL
The larger gas models have been used
on many conversion contracts in recent
months and are compatible with most
boilers. Riello are now producing a series
of dual fuel burners with outputs from 35
kW to 1045 kW with manual change-over
switch.
Bradlee - Bradlee steam boilers now
owned by John Jeffreys Engineering Ltd
of Banbury, OXON. and are represented
in Ireland by Quadrant Engineers Ltd.
Bradlee boilers have been fitted with
Riello burners for some years now so that
Quadrants are in the ideal position, as
Riello agents, to give the kind of service
this product needs.
Bradlee boilers are renowned for their
compact size, ruggedness, fast steam
production and low running costs. They
are sensibly priced and easy to install and
maintain. Gas or oil firing versions are
available.
Details on the entire Quadrant range
are available from Quadrant Engineers
Ltd., Chapelizod, Dublin 20. Tel: 01-
265711; Fax: 01-267863.
• RieUs oil,gasanddUIIlfuelbllrners.
• The Maximizor 450from Reznor designed to be used as a destratijicationfan mounted at high level.
Regency
Modular Boilers
C & F Ltd have been marketing the
Regency range of atmospheric gas
modular boilers for two years. The single
modulars are available in outputs from
52kw to lookw, with multiples giving
outputs up to 1200kw.
Modular Heating have perfected the
single pipe heater system for use with their
boilers. This consists ofa prefabricated
flanged pipework heater, boiler pump kits
and sensor maniford for safety valve -
open vent, thermometer and water sensor.
The latest addition to the Regency gas
boiler range is the META90 giving heating
and storage hot water in one unit. This
combination boiler is available in three
sizes - 83,000 Btu/hr, 107,000 Btulhr
and 119,000 Btu/hr, making it an
economical proposition for large domestic
and commercial applications.
It is an atmospheric gas fired sectional
boiler constructed from high-grade cast
iron and is fitted with an integral
expansion vessel and safety valve set at 6
bar, together with heating circulating
pump and primary hot water circulating
pump. The glass-lined cylinder has a
capacity of 85 litres and provides
continuous hot water at a rate of 11.4
litres per minute with a T of 30° at an inlet
water temperature of 10°c.
For further details contact: C & F Ltd.,
Unit F3, Chapelizod Industrial Estate,
Dublin 20, Tel: 01-264917; Fax: 01-
263257.
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Renzor Space
Heating
With thousand of units installed
throughout the UK, the century-old
Renzor company has gained considerable
experience and expertise in the space
heating of commercial and industrial
premises by suspended gas-fired air
heaters.
These units offer economic heating
solutions in terms of installation and
running costs. They are normally fitted to
brackets or hung by chains at about eight
feet from the ground. Where high siting -
such as a roof space - is required,
however, the warm air can be down-
blown.
A standard heater - the x model - has
been the springboard from which the
company has developed a range of
products to deal with many different types
of application.
Full details from C & F Ltd, Chapelizod
Industrial Estate, Chapelizod, Dublin 20,
Tel: 01-264917; Fax: 01-263257.
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HAMWORTHY
heating products
Wessex
high efficiency
gas fired modular
boiler system
ADVANTAGES
HevacUmited
• High Efficiency 85%
gross (94% Nett)
• Infinitely Variable
Outputs
• Pre mix combustion
• Fully automatic operation
• Compact dimensions
• Low noise level
Modular installation of 12 Wessex boilers at St Vincent's Hospital,
Elm Park.
HAMWORTHY WESSEX high efficiency modular boilers are designed to meet a wide
range of commercial and industrial heating loads with single units rangingfrom 50 KWto
200 KW and modular arrangements giving infinitely variable outputs from 50 KW
upwards. Both single and modular units have an operating efficiency of 85% gross (94%
nett).
RECENT PROJECTS: Financial Services Centre - Dublin Castle - R. T.E., Cork
Bord Gais Head Office, Cork - S1. Vincents Hospital- Easons - St. Bricin's Hospital.
70-72 Lower Dorset Street, Dublin 1,
Telephone (01) 301211 Fax (01) 301990 Telex 32104
Contact: Des Prendergast
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superbly designed and built for reliability,
efficiency and durability.
You can find details and specifications
in our Pump Selection Guide, available free
from the address below
Or; contact your nearest Grundfos
stockist for information on the right pumps
- right at the heart of Building Services.
Grundfos pumps provide the
essential power source that moves the
water that brings Building Services to life.
Hot and cold water pressure boost-
ing and distribution, boiler feed, heating, hot
water and chilled water circulation are just
some of the applications we cover.
Each technically advanced pump is
GRUNDFOS®
Grundfos (Ireland) Limited, Unit 34, Stillorgan Industrial Park, Blackrock, Co. Dublin, Ireland. Telephone: (01) 954 926. Telex: 90544.26
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